
Crcenber 6, 1964 

San? Let’ 
Memorandum re Galley Proofs of Chapter IV of the Repor’ . 

I set forth below comments on the galley proofs of 

Chapter IV of the Report, a copy of which I obtained from Mr. 

Redlich on September 4, 1964, Other comments and suggestions 

are set forth in the margin of the galley itself. 

PURCHASE OF THE RIFLE BY OSWALD 

1. On galley page 30, query if the name "Hidell" was stamped 

on the membership application blanks of the New Orleans branch, f 

2. The text near the top of page 30 gives the impression 
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the name Hidell was stamped on all of the New Orleans Chapter's prinv 
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literature. It was not. Oswald stamped his own name on Some O+ iv. 

OSWALD'S PALMPRINT ON THE RIFLE BARREL 

1. Query if the palmprint provides additional evidence of 
& 

owmership of the rifle as is stated, The most it does is show that 

2, Second paragraph states that Lt, Day determined the wooc, ble 

SR) wooden stock was too rough to take prints "from visual exan mination VL 

ys ; Wilt 
Day does not say that in his testimony. While it is a minor point, Ol 

he just said that he noted it was too rough, For all i kmow he may , if 
v 

have reached that conclusion by feeling the stoclc,
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PHOTOGRAPH OF OSWALD WITH RIFLE 

1. It is interesting to note that the conclusion to the 

ownership section, on page 52, states that "a photograph taken in 

the yard of Oswald's apartment showed him holding this rifle," 

That statement appears in the conclusion in spite of the fact that 

Shaneyfelt specifically testified that he could not make a positive 

identification of the rifle that Oswald was holding in the picture 

and in spite of the fact that the Commission was not able to conclude, 

in the discussion of this subject on page 31, that Oswald was holding 

the assassination weapon in the picture, 

RIFLE AMONG OSWALD'S POSSESSIONS 

1. I do not believe there ig any real authority f-<-:° 

wo 
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proposition that Oswald Sighted through the telescopic 
porine oswatd porch in New Orleans, wneyDirst said she did not lnow what he 

the rifle out on the porch and then was led into a Statement which si 
be thought to support the instant proposition, It is not very convince 
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2. On the top of page 32 it is stated that Ruth and Michael 
Paine "both noticed the rolled-up blanket in the garage throurhout 

, time that Marina Oswald was living in their home," I am sure the WO Teace 

will not support that statement, a rather important one, too, I ake 

recall that there was a period of time before the assassination 

neither of them saw the blanket, I have always had the Opinion that 
there was a gap in the proof as to the rifle being continuously in the 
garage, one that probably could not be filled, It cannot be filled by 

donoring t+ TRA naw dtese@ an. wf 
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